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TOTAL VALUE OF 
NATIONAL STIMULUSii 

EUR 25.6B
(US$30.2B)

NATIONAL STIMULUS 
VALUE AS % OF GDP

11%

QUANTIFIED ARCTIC GREEN 
STIMULUS AS % OF TOTAL

0.05%

QUANTIFIED NATIONAL GREEN 
STIMULUS AS % OF TOTAL

10%

Finland’s COVID-19 fiscal stimulus packages include a meaningful 
share of green investments and nature and biodiversity initiatives. 
The country’s new Arctic strategy emphasizes the need for sustainable 
businesses and tourism, a circular economy and investments in low-carbon 
solutions.i 

  LEFT OUT 
IN THE COLD: 

FINLAND

Greenness of Stimulus (GSI) scores  indicate countries’ net impacts on climate and 
the environment due to COVID-19 stimulus measures.  
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FINLAND NATIONAL AND ARCTIC GSI SCORESiii  

Greenness of Stimulus (GSI) scoresiv  indicate countries’ net impacts on climate and 
the environment due to COVID-19 stimulus measures.v  
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 » Finland’s stimulus packages highlight its commitment to combatting climate change and 
promoting biodiversity. The packages include investments to run energy pilot projects and phase 
out oil heating, support for nature-based projects and forest conservation, and funding for high-
speed rail construction and electric charging stations.vi 

 » In the energy sector, Finland is providing US$52.94 million in grants to phase out oil heating in 
houses and public buildings and US$23.53 million for energy pilot projects, including biorefinery, 
coal and fossil fuel replacement, solar power and deep-sea thermal and offshore power.vii In the 
transport sector, it allocated US$6.47 million to add 5,000 electric vehicle charging points.viii 

 » In line with Finland’s Arctic policy, its fourth supplementary budget provided US$15.41 million to 
restore nature sites and develop nature tourism, US$23.53 million to run energy and low-carbon 
pilot projects, and US$62.36 million to conserve forests and start green area projects.ix 

 » Unlike the governments of Norway and Sweden, Finland has not done anything to directly 
support Arctic economies, such as reindeer herding.x  Stimulus packages to support Indigenous 
communities and compensate citizens for the costs and impacts of COVID-19 are still pending.xi 

 » Finland’s Greenness of 
Stimulus Index (GSI) 
scores are driven by its 
many investments in green 
transportation, energy 
and industry and funding 
to conserve nature and 
forests. However, many of its 
positive national environmental 
contributions do not apply to the 
Arctic.   
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GREEN STIMULUS IN FINLAND:

Figure 1: 
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Figure 2 shows the stimulus measures announced in Finland (both environmentally 
positive and negative) and the sectors into which the money will flow.

POLICY MEASURE AGRICULTURE
& LAND USE

TRANSPORTENERGY INDUSTRY

PO
SIT

IVE
NE

GA
TIV
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Bailouts with green strings 
attached

Green infrastructure investments

Green R&D subsidies

Subsidies or tax reductions for 
green products

Nature-based solutions

Conservation and wildlife 
protection programmes

Subsidies for environmentally 
harmful activities

Environmentally harmful 
infrastructure investments

Deregulation of environmental 
standards

Environmentally related bailouts 
without green strings

Subsidies or tax reductions for 
environmentally harmful products
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Note:  The        indicates policies that are expected to have an impact on the Arctic.

Figure 2:     Policy measures announced in Finland, split by environmentally relevant sectors
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 » The Finnish company Vake is in the process of transforming itself into the new National Climate 
Fund, which will help develop measures for a circular economy, energy efficiency and clean 
technology.xii The National Climate Fund’s list of funded projects has not been released, though 
Vake’s portfolio of potential projects includes bio-based projects and projects in the Arctic.
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211 TO 582
NUMBER OF GREEN 
JOBS IN THE ARCTIC 
THAT CURRENT 
STIMULUS MEASURES 
MAY CREATE

Finland’s green infrastructure investments, 
R&D subsidies and nature-based solutions have 
the potential to create a significant number of 
green jobs over the short and long terms. The 
number of jobs set out here includes those created by 
quantified stimulus measures.

 » The development of nature tourism and land and 
forest conservation measures as well as funding 
for the sustainable transition of businesses and 
industries has the potential to create long-term green 
jobs in the Arctic. 

 » Funding for energy efficiency retrofits may create jobs 
in the Arctic. However, our figures do not take this 
into account because Finland had not yet announced 
funding for these projects. 

 » The policy measure with the greatest potential to 
create more green jobs in the Arctic is industry 
bailouts with green strings attached in the 
transportation and industry sectors.

GREEN JOBS IN FINLAND © Wild Wonders of Europe / Magnus Lundgren / WWF
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Applicable green policy 
measures

Job creation 
potential – 
in number 
of jobs per 
US$1million

Timeliness – 
the extent to 
which funding is 
shovel-ready

Potential for 
long-term 
economic 
transformation 

Transitionality – the 
extent to which the 
measure remains 
viable if stimulus 
funding is curtailed 
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Nature-based solutions

Green infrastructure 
investments*

Green R&D subsidies

Subsidies or tax reductions for 
green products*

Green infrastructure 
investments*

Green R&D subsidies

Subsidies or tax reductions for 
green products

Green infrastructure 
investments*

Subsidies or tax reductions for 
green products
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5 to 10 

3 to 8

10 to 20

10 to 15

3 to 8

5 to 20

12 to 45

10 to 15

Note: Only the policy measures that apply to Finland are displayed here.

*The Finnish Climate Panel estimates that per €1 million (USD 1.18 million) invested:
• Finland’s energy pilot projects could create 22.59 jobs

	 •	Energy	efficiency	renovations	could	create	16.6	jobs
• Investments in electric charging stations could create 15.15 jobs
• Construction of high-speed rail projects could create 44.28 jobsxiii 

Figure 3:     Applicable policy measures per sector in Finland and the extent to which they fulfil the criteria

Figure 3 shows the applicable green policy measures per sector in Finland and their 
job creation potential as well as the country’s performance on three other criteria: the 
extent to which funding is shovel-ready (i.e., its timeliness); the potential for long-term economic 
transformation; and the extent to which the measure is likely to remain viable if stimulus funding is 
curtailed (i.e., transitionality). 

A full overview of the report’s findings, methodology and additional country profiles can be 
viewed online here.

https://arcticwwf.org/work/people/left-out-in-the-cold-covid-19-green-stimulus-and-jobs-in-the-arctic/
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Endnotes: 

i Stakeholder interviews. 
ii  This report uses an exchange rate of €1 to US$1.18. 
iii  For more information on the definition of “Arctic” and the underlying methodology for this work, please see the Methodology. 
iv  The Greenness of Stimulus Index (GSI) is constructed by combining the flow of stimulus into five key sectors (agriculture and land use, energy, 
industry, waste and transport) with an indicator of each sector’s environmental impact; this impact captures both historical trends and specific measures 
taken under the country’s stimulus measures. 
v  Greenness of Stimulus Index (2020). https://www.vivideconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/GSI_924.pdf
vi  Government of Finland (2020). https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/-/10616/hallitus-paatti-vuoden-2020-neljannesta-lisatalousarvioesityksesta 
vii  Government of Finland (2020). https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/-/10616/hallitus-paatti-vuoden-2020-neljannesta-lisatalousarvioesityksesta 
viii  Yle News (2020). https://yle.fi/uutiset/osasto/news/finland_aims_to_add_5000_domestic_ev_charging_points_/11148160 
ix Government of Finland (2020). https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/-/10616/hallitus-paatti-vuoden-2020-neljannesta-lisatalousarvioesityksesta 
x  Arctic Council (2020). https://arctic-council.org/en/news/the-impact-of-covid-19-on-saami-communities/
xi  Stakeholder interviews. 
xii  Vake (2020). https://vake.fi/en/mission/ and https://vake.fi/en/2019-at-vake-a-new-strategy-and-a-foundation-for-the-national-climate-fund/ 
xiii Finnish Climate Panel.
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For more information please contact:
Jan Dusik, Lead specialist, sustainable development
jdusik@wwfint.org
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